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In the Matter of Milling Away, LLC, 
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Case No. 07-1033-EL-CSS 
Ohio Edison Company, 

Respondent. 

ENTRY 

The Commission finds: 

(1) On September 18, 2007, Milling Away, LLC (Milling Away), 
filed a complaint against Ohio Edison Company (Ohio Edison), 
alleging that Milling Away had been incorrectly billed for 
power usage at a prior address. The complaint provided no 
additional information. 

(2) Ohio Edison responded on November 2, 2007, by stating that it 
has provided electric service to Milling Away at various times 
in several locations and under several different accounts. Ohio 
Edison added that in light of this history and the brevity of the 
complaint, Ohio Edison could not determine with particularity 
the facts and circumstances underlying the complaint, and 
denied the allegations in the complaint Finally, Ohio Edison 
stated that it currentiy maintains an account in Complainant's 
name, which reflects charges for current electric service, plus a 
prior balance for which Milling Away had been responsible, 
and that the transfer of a balance from another account was 
done lawfully. 

(3) By entry issued on December 3, 2007, the attorney examiner 
scheduled the matter for a prehearing conference on 
December 19, 2007. At the prehearing conference, the parties 
resolved to continue working together toward a settlement. 
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(4) On January 24, 2008, Ohio Edison and Milling Away filed a 
joint motion to dismiss. The joint motion states that the parties 
have reached an informal settiement which fully and finally 
resolves all issues in this proceeding. The parties also request 
that the Commission dismiss the proceeding with prejudice. 

(5) Given the contents of the January 24, 2008, joint motion to 
dismiss, the Commission considers the parties' request to be 
reasonable. Therefore, the complaint filed by Milling Away is 
dismissed with prejudice. 

It is, therefore, 

ORDERED, That the complaint filed by Milling Away is dismissed with prejudice. 
It is, further. 

ORDERED, That a copy of this entry be served upon all parties of record. 
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